CHAPTER IV

OROP DESERT PROJECT

What has been presented heretofore is closely related to the
two perhaps gravest problems of humanity: DROUGHT and
DESERT. As long as one dwells in forests, one must know ali the
littie bushes and trails; one must be able to fell a tree, and one
must know how to protect oneself from lightning and storm.
However, once one starts flying a jet plane 30,000 feet above the
Earth's surface, things begin to change their looks rapidly. The
forest and the small trail and ali the rest, important as they certainly are, shrink, not to insignificante, hut to their proper size as
viewed from high up. Here, the change of the observer's position
From the earthly to the copule perspective is imperative if one is
to comprehend the task OROP DESERT. AR the specialized knowledge will easily fail into its piare, once we gain the hirds-eye view
on the total problem. This, of course, is given in the nature of the
task itself, governed by its own laws.
The desert problem emerged from muram in the following
manner:
The non clouds hegan coming in over Orgonon eu filasse during April 1952. An extensive description of their influente upon
vegetation and animal life was given in chapter III. The general impression was that of an event distinctly detrimental to ali
kinds of Ide. The landscape took on the expression of desolation
and dying. True, it recuperated easily as soon as the DOR cloud
had passed ar was removed with the Cloudbuster. In the same
manner, one carne dose to dying through total paralysis if one happened to fali asleep in the Observatory for a few hours; one also
reeuperated quickly in fresh air. This was experienced on many
occasions by myself and others.
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The careful reader is asked to focos ou this contradiction
and shifts of inoisture, as it is responsible for the movement of the
sharply. It will ira doe time opera for us the doar to the technical ,
planet and ali other movements. This is why we came to name it
the PRIMAL, COSM1C energy.
pmblerns of ()atou IIFsEI T. One can easily visualize the mechanieà
af this peculiarity if one imagines a person choking to death in
If the air currents keep a predorninantly west-eastern direcgarage full of carbon monoxide, yet rectiperating when fresh air
tino in unison with the direction of the earth s rotation on its axis,
it is again the ou energy stream in the equatorial plane which
takes effect.
This is to say: There is nothing more distressing and (tangertoakes both globe and atmosphere move from west to east.
ous to hurnan life than desert, the changing of fronhal land into a
According to careful observations in our region shortly before
dustbowl, the starving to death of whole popidations, the deca)
rainfall, one can clearly see, with only 60 to 100 fold magnificaof flourishing cultures doe to drought. Yet, there will he, to judge
tino, the west to eastern direction of the fiow of the atmospheric
from our experiments in nau removal, comparatively little diffi•
on energy reversing itself to east to west, if the raio follows fmm
culty lo bringing Life hack into its own rights. The first. conditiosi
the west, Once the skies clear again, usually a very strong wind
of ratou DESERT is exact understanding of the ou energy functiom
from the west develops. This wind, or movement of air orasses
invoived in the origin af deserts.
from west to east, is the residi of what carne to be called the " HACKTo return to our main line of thoughts: It was soou oinions
wAsH," i.e., reversal to its original west to east direction of the flow
that we were dealing with functions of desert development. Hnu
of the atmospheric OR energy.
to remove the noa ( which is no more than Life Energy gone stalf
What is usually called the "influence of the sun " upon
and stagnant) thus hecame a first-rank problem. While deliberat•
weather formation, requires the following correction: This influing on this prohlem, the Sonthwestern desert arcas in the USA
ence is exerted by the sun through various trigger functions effectoffered themselves as a perfect case to test the validity of the orgone
ing the orgone energy envelope of the globe Earth. The sun does
theory regarding deserts. The basic ohservations ou drought and
not act directly, btat indirectly through excitation or irritation of
the assumed influence of the sun ou the currents and moisture
the intermediary ou energy ocean.
the atmosphere, and displaeements in the atmosphere fali perfectl)
With these new views in our minds, we may venture into ara
bato place with the hirds-eye view of the orgone theory if one is
attempt to comprehend the dynamics of a desert like the one 111 the
willing to accept the following amendinents to our understanding
southwestern USA.
of weather functions in general:
The following is no more than a suggestion. It is possibly a
We must ask: WIIAT makes the atmosphere inove? And.
uniu/ suggestion. It requires ample proof of its validity, and it
They
ck
1.vitAr changes the amorna of moisture and precipitation?
will be abandoned should such proof not be forthcoming with honnot move and change hy themselves. Gaseous atmosphere and
est
effort. To rernind the reader: We are still dealing with hluewater vapor are in no way primordial functions of nature. They
prints
only, and not with finished buildings.
must have developed from primordial energy functions. The)
Let us study the relief of the western USA in figure 7 carefully
were not always there and they may disappear or change again.
with regard to the west to east equatorial ou energy stream which
The presence of desert itself proves the point.
w
carnes
the air masses and the water vapors from the Pacific eastSeen from the view of the basic, functional law of nature, it
is the cosmic OH energy which surrounds the planet in its deveio!).
The effect of the two nearly parallel north-south ranges of
mental beginning that is the source and power of ali motim. It
high
mountains, the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains, upon
necessary to assume that it is the ou energy in the atmosphere
the lower, raie producing layers of the ou envelope will be these:
which brings abola the development of the various gaseous comr 1. Coming in from the Pacific Ocean, carrying eastward with it
ponents of the air. And it must finally he the ou energy envelope
air rich in moisture, the equatorial ou energy stream will meet the
of the globe which, at hottom, is responsible for air movemeirà
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ohstacle of nearly 9,000 feet at the Siert-a. Movement back west, ard will be easier mechanically tban eastward through the
mountains.
It should be kept well in mind that we are not dealing here
with unhound, mass-free on energy. on energy is contained in its
ARRIERS,
the atmospheric gases and water vapors. In order to
penetrate the mountain range, the flow of on energy would have
to separate itself from its carriers, since only mass-free OR energy
eoiild penetrate the solid matter of rocks. Thus it comes about
that the on energy remains hound up with its carriers. The westward flow coincides with the natural direction of na flow before
rain seis In from the west, in this case from the Pacific Ocean.
It follows from some observations that a rather high concentration of on energy is required to attract lutge amounts of moisture
and to concentrate them into rain clotals. We know the higher
the potential due to concentration the faster its grnwth. And, vice
versa. the lower the concentration, the more even is the OR energy
distribution, the smaller will he the on potential, and the weaker its
power to attract and to hold water vapor; the less likely will there
rainfall in abundance.
2. The western slopes of the Sierras are deli in rainfall, while the
castern slopes, quite suddenly, as it were, hecome dry and arid.
The casterly located desert region, the Great Basin, begifis thus
with the first obstacle to the flow of on energy and its eastward
carriers.
For a stretch of about 500 miles to the east there is desert with
little rain or vegetation. If we again apply our orgonomic potential to this situation, we can see that the on energy in the atmos'there is more evenly distributed due to lack of moisture as a carrier. Concentration of on and growing of clouds into widespread,
heavily laden rain clonds is not easily possible. The meteorological
ohservations show that heavy thunder-showers start around the
high mountain peaks where the moisture-carrying on energy can
pass over the top of the peaks. But the lower layers of the atmosphere remain arid. (See Tannehill, Daoucarr, p. 63.)
The following chart, taken from Tannehill's hook on drought,
presents the average distribution of rainfall in the southwestern
USA.
• The torne " rarriet " will arguiu: concreto furittional nwaning in connedinn with
tialmarinn rrf ORENE.

Ditoucirr, Courtesy Princeton University Press)
e
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3. The eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains and the Great
Plains adjoining them to the east, have not only much rainfall, hut
are also subject to an unusual prevalence of floods, tornadoes,
twisters and other kinds of atmospheric disturhances which all
bear the earmarks of cosmic energy effects.
Let us first consider the situation to the east of the Rocky
Mountains, with respect to the OR potential. The rain does not
come over the mountains from the west or even from the Pacific.
This western rain drive is held up already at the Sierras and in the
arid regions between the Sierras and the Rockies. The rain east
of the Rockies does come from the eastern arcas of the USA.
As usual, rain in the west is caused hy a reversa] of the ou
energy flow from west to east to east to west. The schematic drawing in Figure 10 helow shows that the reversed, east to west flow
of OR energy rebounces, as it were, from the eastern dopes of the
Rocky Mountains, eastward again. It cardes its great moisture
euntents first westward, NOT REACHING INTO THE DESERT OVER THE
MOUNTAIN PEAKS, and then reverses its course back eastward
toward the Atlantic Orem, Thus, a high concentration of misture results which feeds the agricnitural riches of the Great Plains
to the point of flood disasters. The tornadoes which happen here
so frequently retinire still another point of view for their comprehension.
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From the orgonomic considera bons of the past few pages follows logically the conclusion:
W IT WKI1I POSSIBLE To DRAW OR ENERCY AND MOISTURE OVER
TI1E SIERRAS 1NTO THE DESERT AND FROM HERE OVER THE ROCKY
MOUNTA1NS, THE DESERT REG1ON IN THE LISA COULD RE CHANGED INT()
FISUIT-GROWING COUNTRY.
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Another possibility would be drawing in moisture from
the Culf of California northward into the desert.

FIGURE 10. PROPOSITION: OROP DESERT,

A challenging task indeedl And one, too, which would serve
as a first test in the training for far greater tasks such as fructification of other desert lands, India, Sahara, the Near East.
OROP DESERT was conceived on July 7, 1952. During this very
same summer, the first practical steps were taken in a rather crude
forro by drawing DOR away from Orgonon and the Rangeley region
in various places and with a wide range of various results. It was
good experimentation in which one made many stupid mistakes;
mistakes, which were, as usual in serious research, the hest guideposts to truly gratifying results.
In consequence of these first CLOUDBUSTER experiments, finally
the first serious drought of many weeks duration was broken in
New England on August 1st and 2nd, 1952,
On August 1 1th, 1952, a first, inconchisive confirmation was
obtained for the hypothesis of OBOP DESERT.
It rained heavily at Orgonon for two days, August 8th and
9th, after the drought had been broken on August 2nd. (See helow.) However, at Eustis Ridge, only 26 miles away to the north,
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it had not rained at ali. I asked the farrner, Mr. Armstrong, since
deceased, whethcr he thought it possihle that the mountain range
between Hangeley and Stratton Eustis Ridge had held up the
raia. He agreed and stated that this was a well-known fact tu
farrners.
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Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms)
em forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da
orgonomia de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
Textos sobre o projeto Oranur, Orop e CORE.
Texts on the Oranur, Orop and CORE project.
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